30 Question Sunday 29 September NTPC GA QUIZ (Solution)
S1. Ans.(a)
Sol. Damodar Valley region is most rich in coal deposits.
S2. Ans.(d)
Sol. Rainfall caused by intense evaporation in equatorial areas is called Conventional rainfall.
S3. Ans.(c)
Sol. The market demand curve is the summation of all the individual demand curves in a given market. It
shows the quantity demanded of the good by all individuals at varying price points.
S4. Ans.(a)
Sol. NI=NDP + net foreign income, GNP = GDP + Net income inflow from abroad – Net income outflow to
foreign countries & Net Domestic Product = GDP - Depreciation of the Capital goods.
S5. Ans.(a)
Sol. Inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices for goods and services is rising and,
consequently, the purchasing power of currency is falling. When money supply increase it tends to higher
rate of inflation.
S6. Ans.(a)
Sol. Equality before law is well defined under the Article 14 i.e. Right to equality of the Constitution. It
ensures that every citizen shall be likewise protected by the laws of the country.
S7. Ans.(a)
Sol. India and France will co-host will co-host the first International Solar Alliance (ISA) summit at
Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi on 11th March 2018.
S8. Ans.(b)
Sol. JVP is full name of committee members. They are Jawaharlal Nehru,
Vallahbhai Patel, Pattabhi Sitaramayya. It was setup in 1949.This
committee also rejected the linguistic factor of reorganization of the states.
This committee recommended the reorganization of States on the basis of
security, unity and economic prosperity of the nation.
S9. Ans.(b)
Sol. Article 244 in Part X of the Constitution envisages a special system of
administration for
certain areas designated as scheduled areas and tribal areas.
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S10. Ans.(d)
Sol. The Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC) is an
international organisation involving a group of countries in South Asia and South East Asia. These are:
Bangladesh, India, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Bhutan and Nepal. The BIMSTEC states are among the
countries dependent on the Bay of Bengal.
S11. Ans.(a)
Sol. India population is equivalent to 17.74% of the total world population.
S12. Ans.(c)
Sol. Increasing the money supply faster than the growth in real output will cause inflation. The reason is
that there is more money chasing the same number of goods. Therefore, the increase in monetary
demand causes firms to put up prices.
S13. Ans.(d)
Sol. Ibn Battuta, the famous Muslim explorer who came to India during regime of Mohammad Bin
Tughlaq, belonged to Morocco.
S14. Ans.(a)
Sol. Arya Samaj, is a reform movement of modern Hinduism, founded in 1875 by Dayananda Saraswati,
whose aim was to re-establish the Vedas, the earliest Hindu scriptures, as revealed truth.
S15. Ans.(a)
Sol. The Earth is at its furthest from the Sun when it is at aphelion. It occurs around 4 July each year.
S16. Ans.(c)
Sol. The second most abundant metal in the earth's crust is Aluminium.
S17. Ans.(a)
Sol. The troposphere is the lowest layer of Earth's atmosphere. The troposphere starts at Earth's surface
and goes up to a height of 7 to 20 km above sea level.
S18. Ans.(c)
Sol. Finance Bill is a bill introduced every year in Lok Sabha immediately after the presentation of the
Union Budget, to give effect to the financial proposals of the Government of India. By Finance bill the
government propose collection of revenue for a year.
S19. Ans.(a)
Sol. Minimum age laid down for candidate to seek election to Lok Sabha is 25 years.
S20. Ans.(a)
Sol. The Ozone hole is formed due to release of Chlorofluorocarbon (CFC).
The ozone in the ozone layer is being broken down by chlorine atoms
from chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) molecules and bromine atoms from
halons.
S21. Ans.(c)
Sol. Official Reserves Account is not an account under Balance of
Payments(BOP).
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S22. Ans.(a)
Sol. “Foreign Jurisdiction” is listed in the Union list given in the Seventh Schedule in the Constitution of
India.
S23. Ans.(a)
Sol. Mahabalipuram is the ancient sea port of the famous Pallava kingdom. According to the inscriptions,
the monuments of Mahabalipuram was constructed by Pallava kings Mahendravarman I (600 to 630 AD),
his son Narasimhavarman I (630 to 668 AD) and their descendants.
S24. Ans.(c)
Sol. The method of election of President has been taken from Irish Constitution.
S25. Ans.(c)
Sol. The word Quo-Warranto literally means "by what warrants?" or "what is your authority"? It is a writ
issued with a view to restrain a person from holding a public office to which he is not entitled. The writ
requires the concerned person to explain to the Court by what authority he holds the office.
S26. Ans.(a)
Sol. According to Article 60(Oath or affeirmation by President), Chief Justice of India administers the
oath of the President of India.
S27. Ans.(c)
Sol. Chittaranjan Das, popularly called Deshbandhu, was a leading Indian politician, a prominent lawyer,
an activist of the Indian National Movement and founder-leader of the Swaraj Party in Bengal during
British occupation in India
S28. Ans.(c)
Sol. The Swaraj party was formed by C.R.Das and Motilal Nehru in late 1922.
S29. Ans.(c)
Sol. LASER(LIGHT AMPLIFICATION BY STIMULATED EMMISSION OF RADIATION)is a device that emits
light through a process of optical amplification based on the stimulated emission of electromagnetic
radiation. The first laser was built in 1960 by Theodore H. Maiman.
S30. Ans.(c)
Sol. The Ministry of AYUSH will organise the 2018 International Yoga Fest at the Morarji Desai National
Institute of Yoga in New Delhi from March 21, 2018.
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